DISPATCH NUMBERS THAT ARE... HEAVY & BRITE!

EVERYTHING
YOU NEED!

Avoid Confusion in the Service Department!

O

ur Heavy Brite™ line of Dispatch Numbers are
beyond compare! They’re the LARGEST number tag
available on the market. With the BRIGHTEST coloring
on both sides, they’re EASY to spot and read from a
distance. They’re also tough, made of the THICKEST
stock around, helping them withstand rough service
department handling!

Every tag features large, highly visible numbers on
BRITE, high contrast HEAVY stock that are easy to spot
from across a lot or service department. Plus, every
Heavy Brite™ tag has a HUGE 1-1/2" diameter hanger
hole that makes rearview mirror hanging a cinch!

Ef ficiency is an absolute must within a ser vice
depar tment to keep the technicians organized
and your customers happy. Nothing is worse than
misplaced keys – unless what ’s misplaced is a
customer’s vehicle!

The per forated ser vice tag is great for all your
organizational and filing needs , but also helps
distinguish between service & new vehicles! The
convenient key tag and customer claim check are
also perforated for easy removal to help ensure the
customer and their vehicle are quickly reunited.

Eliminate all that confusion and embarassment with
Heavy Brite™ Dispatch Numbers! HEAVY enough to
stay sturdy and attached. BRITE enough to be seen.

When you’re looking for a large selection of stock and
custom Dispatch Numbers, accept nothing less than
the best of the best; our Heavy Brite™ brand!

LARGEST ON
THE MARKET!
• 6.5" × 8", 4-part
• 150-lb. stock
with 1-1/2" hole
• Padded in 50s
• Packaged 1,000 per set
• 8 bright colors

HEAVY CUSTOM
DISPATCH NUMBERS
• Print YOUR message in
FULL COLOR on both sides!

• No setup charges and we’ll even
help you design it if you’d like
• Numbering available with or without
letter prefixes in 3, 4, or 5 digits

HELP
WE CAN OUR
WITH Y M

CUSTON
DESIG

Heavy Bright™ is one of many exclusive brands offered by ASP.
Learn about all of them and more ways to strengthen
customer relationships while growing your sales. Just let
us know you’re interested, and we’ll do all we can to help!
Need more information? Want to share ideas? Contact us.
We want to do all we can to support your Distributorship.
That’s why we are...

#1 in Distributor Care!

1-800-843-5443 Phone
1-888-509-5977 Fax
1574 Production Drive
Burlington, KY 41005-0951
www.autoserviceproducts.com

